Effects of using different materials at interface of trapezoidal reinforced concrete infilled frames—analytical and experimental approaches
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In filled frames are generally formed by the composite interaction between the frame and the infilled wall used for functional purposes. The composite interaction increases the in-plane lateral stiffness of the frame, which is considered an advantage. However, the interaction also alters the ductile mode of failure to the brittle mode along with the increased base shear owing to its higher stiffness compared with the bare frame. A detailed and comprehensive study of the literature revealed that many of research works have been done on rectangular and square frames, and studies on trapezoidal infilled frames are scarce. In this article, we studied different configurations of reinforced concrete frame structures known as trapezoidal frames, which have higher stiffness than rectangular frames. A trapezoidal frame is used for industrial buildings, and its behavior under a lateral load has already been established for a bare frame. However, the interaction and behavior of the infilled frame were investigated in this research. The behavior of a trapezoidal single-story frame was examined under both lateral loading and various interface materials. One of the most frequently suggested methods for infilled-frame analysis is the equivalent diagonal strut. Effective strut width design recommendations are available for rectangular and square frames but not for trapezoidal frames for macro modeling. Hence, to make the design easier, an effective diagonal width was developed for different interface materials with respect to the relative stiffness of various frame cross-sections, and further validation was conducted with a framework of ideology from biomimicry using the nature of a one-sixth scale model. The effective strut width for the trapezoidal infilled frame varied between d/8 and d/9 for the cement mortar and cork interfaces, where d is the diagonal length of the frame.
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1 Introduction

According to recent data, earthquakes are severe natural hazards worldwide, and the numerous deaths from earthquakes worldwide accounted for 55% of deaths from natural disasters in the 20th century (Cao et al., 2020). The effective reduction of the impact of earthquakes on structures has become a key topic in modern seismic research. There has been a surge in interest for the force-isolation and energy-dissipation methods in recent times (FEMA, 2000), in inclusion to the conventional strengthening of building types such as widening section areas, developing different configurations, and introducing novel materials (Zhao and Zhang, 2007; Zhang et al., 2019; De Lorenzis and Teng, 2007). Recently, buildings have tended to use infilled frame concepts because these types of structural systems resist more lateral forces such as seismic and wind forces. Infilled frames are planar composite structural systems that increase the lateral stiffness of planar frames (Muthu Kumar and Satyanarayanan, 2018). Masonry-infilled reinforced concrete (RC) frames are the most popular type of multistory structures in developing nations, including those in earthquake-prone areas. In RC frame construction, masonry infilled walls are primarily utilized to boost the initial stiffness and strength. Brick masonry infill is often the preferred material for buildings because of its familiarity and easy availability. Infilled panels made of masonry are commonly used in surrounding areas, such as walls around stairs, interior walls, and exterior walls (Muthu Kumar et al., 2017; Muthu Kumar et al., 2016; Senthil et al., 2018). The inclusion of an infill in a frame is widely acknowledged to provide significant improvements (Motovali Emami et al., 2017). This is economically significant for tall buildings with strong lateral loading. One of the most frequently suggested methods for analyzing infilled frames is the equivalent diagonal strut (Smith, 1967). In accordance with an earlier study, an equivalent diagonal strut replaced the infilled wall. Smith et al. (1970) and Holmes et al. (1962) developed an equivalent strut concept for a rectangular infilled frame with respect to the relative stiffness of $\lambda_k$. The effects of using wall panels as a composite with frames subjected to horizontal loading that tends to cause side sway were further examined for stiffening and strengthening (Pohoryles and Bournas, 2020). Liauw (1972) evaluated rectangular infilled frames with and without openings. A study based on a rectangular infilled unified-oriented micro-modeling approach for RC infilled frames was developed and assessed (Sandoli et al., 2020). The development of the strut-and-tie model was done to predict the peak shear strength of squat shear walls with and without boundary elements (Chetchotisak et al., 2021). Srechai et al. (2022) presented a novel numerical modeling of infilled RC frames. The peak response of the squat shear wall model (strut tie) was developed, and a prediction analysis was performed with and without boundary features.

Although there have been intensive studies on rectangular- and square-shaped infilled frames worldwide, and equivalent diagonal strut methods have been derived for these structures, there are limited works on trapezoidal frames under lateral loading. Figure 1 depicts an example of building with the trapezoidal shape. For the lateral force resistance, the trapezoidal type of frame is sufficiently good when compared with the normal rectangular and square frames, and provides good aesthetics to the building (Vishali et al., 2021). An experimental investigation employing the ideology of biomimicry using nature and a numerical technique is presented in this article, and the effective diagonal width for the trapezoidal frame was investigated. In addition, the effective diagonal widths for different interface materials with respect to the relative stiffness of various frame cross-sections are compared and discussed. The overall methodology of this study is illustrated in Figure 2.

1.1 Research significance

- Numerous studies have examined the behavior and performance of infilled frames with rectangular shapes, which are infilled frames with straight columns; however, studies on infilled frames with inclined columns have been limited.
- The influence of different interface materials on infilled frames with inclined columns is limited. Therefore, detailed studies related to different interface materials needed to be conducted.
- Different sizes and positions of openings in the infill for infilled frames with inclined columns are scarce. Hence, studies related to the different sizes and positions of openings in infilled panels needed to be performed in detail.
- The equivalent diagonal strut width was developed only for the rectangular infilled frames. Consequently, the development of a strut width equation for trapezoidal frames needed to be studied and verified.

1.2 Objectives

- To develop and verify the strut width equation for trapezoidal infilled frames with different interface materials for use in the equivalent frame analysis.
- To perform experimental investigation on using different interface materials in trapezoidal infilled frames biomimicked from butterfly wings.
To evaluate the elastic behavior of trapezoidal frames using different interface materials (such as cement, cork, and lead) under static monotonic lateral loading.

### 1.3 Scope

- A 2-dimensional (2D) RC trapezoidal frame with different interfaces was studied using the finite element software ABAQUS.
- The applied load was an in-plane static monotonic lateral loading.
- The M30 grade of concrete and Fe415 grade of steel as reinforcement were used for the RC structure of the study.
- The different interface materials such as cork and conventional interface material, cement mortar, were utilized for comparison.
- A comparison of the elastic behavior of a 2D trapezoidal infilled frame was done having different interface characteristics under varying parameters, such as the displacement and stiffness.

### 2 Analytical investigation

#### 2.1 Modeling and analysis

A simulation of the 2D RC trapezoidal frame as a solid element was conducted using the finite element software ABAQUS. The RC single-bay, single-story frame was modeled with the elements of the previous research performed by Muthu Kumar et al. (2015). The RC section was modeled as a 3-dimensional (3D) deformable solid element, and the reinforcements were modeled as wire elements. The interface element, which is a 3D element with six degrees of freedom at each node, has the properties of an interface material connected to the frame and infill. The masonry was modeled as a meso-element with the average properties of brick masonry based on the previous research. While the RC frame was given fixed support conditions, the interface material was positioned between the infill and the RC frame. To maintain uniform material properties, such as the density, modulus of elasticity, and Poisson’s ratio, as listed in Table 1, concrete of M30 grade and steel reinforcement of Fe415 grade were used in all the cases. An initial prototype frame was created by incorporating the dimensions and reinforcement specifications provided in Table 2. The angle of the column inclination for the trapezoidal frame was set to 60°. Figure 3 shows the finite element prototype models of the trapezoidal bare and infilled frames. Initially, three cross-sections of the frame were investigated analytically, i.e., 300 mm × 300 mm, 300 mm × 400 mm, and 300 mm × 500 mm. It was found from the investigation that there was no significant improvement in the stiffness by the change of the cross-sections. Therefore, the cross-section of 300 mm × 400 mm was used to scale down for the experiment. The scaled-down model was adopted as a one-sixth ratio of the prototype frame. The details of the scaled-down model are listed in Table 2.

#### 2.2 Meshing and discretization

To determine the consistent stiffness required for the solid element, a convergence study of the infill element was performed during the development of the finite element model for the infilled frame. In an object-based model, discretization is the process by which a material domain is transformed into an analytical model that can be used for the analysis (Muthu Kumar, 2019). In the finite element analysis, the element was discretized to achieve the convergence of the results. A mesh convergence
analysis was conducted on the infill with element sizes ranging from 10 mm × 10 mm – 50 mm × 50 mm. For the analysis, a 1 kN load was applied to the infill. A mesh sensitivity analysis was done to assess the impact on the frame displacement and infill strain. Monotonic convergence was also examined in terms of the displacement. As a result, only the displacement was considered in the mesh sensitivity analyses. From the analysis of different mesh sizes, it was found that for a 50 mm × 50 mm mesh size, the frame displacement was constant. A mesh size of 50 mm was chosen for the entire element in the analytical work, based on the findings of the mesh convergence study.

2.3 Loading and interaction

The loading phase plays a crucial role in interpreting the results, in which a static monotonic horizontal load of 10 kN was applied at the top left beam-column intersection. An interaction between the reinforcement and RC frame was modeled as an embedded region with discrete connection constraints for the interface material and wall of the filling, while also providing representational control over the surface-surface interaction.
3 Theoretical investigation

3.1 Investigation of strut width for trapezoidal infilled frame

The typical strut width of a trapezoidal frame can be roughly divided into three stages. In the first stage, the stiffness of the infilled frame was estimated, and the pressure intensity within the infill was determined through an analytical investigation. The second stage was an approximate method for determining the reaction force in the equivalent frame so that the stiffness values of the plain frame were equal to those of the infilled frame. The final stage followed the kinematic equivalence method utilizing Eq. 1 to derive the strut width of the infilled frame with various column cross-sections and different interface materials.

\[ F = \sigma \times w \times t \]  
(1)

where,

- \( F \): Reaction force in equivalent frame
- \( \sigma \): Pressure intensity of infill
- \( w \): Strut width of frame
- \( t \): Thickness of infill

The derived strut widths for the prototype frame and scaled-down model of the trapezoidal infilled frame are presented in Table 3.

Using a non-dimensional parameter \( \lambda_h \) (relative stiffness of the infill), Eq. 2 (Smith et al., 1970), a relationship may be established between \( \lambda_h \) and \( w \), representing the relative stiffness and the strut width of the frame, respectively. The equivalent strut width as a function of \( \lambda_h \) for the prototype frame with various column cross-sections and different interface materials is displayed in Figure 4A. Similarly, the equivalent strut width as a function of \( \lambda_h \) for the scale-down model is demonstrated in Figure 4B.

\[ \lambda_h = b^4 \sqrt{\frac{E_i \sin \theta}{4E_i I_i h}} \]  
(2)

where,

- \( \lambda_h \): Relative stiffness factor
- \( E_i \): Modulus of elasticity of infill
- \( E_c \): Modulus of elasticity of frame
- \( h \): Storey height, c/c of beams
- \( h' \): Infill height
- \( t \): Infill thickness
- \( I_i \): Moment of inertia
- \( \theta \): Slope of infill diagonal to horizontal angle of inclination of strut

### Table 3: Theoretical values of \( w \) for prototype frame and scale-down model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Different interface materials</th>
<th>Various frame cross-sections (b mm × d mm)</th>
<th>300 × 300</th>
<th>300 × 400</th>
<th>300 × 500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>Cement mortar interface</td>
<td>d/12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lead interface</td>
<td>d/12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cork interface</td>
<td>d/13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame</td>
<td></td>
<td>Various frame cross-sections (b mm × d mm)</td>
<td>300 × 400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale-down model</td>
<td>Cement mortar interface</td>
<td>d/8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cork interface</td>
<td>d/9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 4**
Equivalent strut width for function of \( \lambda_h \); (A) prototype, (B) scale-down model.
According to Smith et al. (1970), experiments have revealed that the diagonal stiffness and strength of an infilled panel depend on the applied load and the relative properties of the frame and infill. They also depend on the length of the contact. The length of the contact $\alpha$ was determined using Eq. 3, which is calculated in terms of the relative stiffness of the frame. The relationship between $\alpha/h$ and $\lambda h$ has indicated to exhibit a remarkably similar trend to that of the equation’s curve.

$$\frac{\alpha}{h} = \frac{\pi}{2\lambda_h}$$  (3)

Therefore, considering the contact length of the column, the graph was plotted as a function of $\lambda_h$, as depicted in Figure 5.

### 4 Experimental investigation

#### 4.1 Experimental setup

To consider the numerical results based on the one-sixth scale-down model under lateral loading, a trapezoidal-shaped infill was designed and filled with cut bricks, as shown in Figure 6A. For infilling, cut bricks from scaled earth bricks with the dimensions of 220 mm × 100 mm × 70 mm were utilized. The dimensions of these bricks were 100 mm, 65 mm, and 70 mm. To investigate the strut width pattern and load-carrying capacity under vertical loading conditions, both inclined bed joint (IBJ) and normal bed joint (NBJ) were tested, as illustrated in Figures 6B–E. Generally, the values of the masonry properties were employed based on the horizontal load testing. The bed joint would be loaded normally, whereas for this specific case, depending on the stress flow, the specimen was taken and tested as an IBJ. This case is applicable to an infilled frame where the stresses are inclined to the bed joint. Masonry has autotrophy with respect to inclination. The plane of weakness is the bed joint; however, in practice, the masonry properties are determined based on loading perpendicular to the bed joint and then used. In this study, we attempted to determine the effect of considering the stress direction with respect to the direction. The specimens consisted of cut bricks, and both sides were covered with cement mortar paste. For this purpose, cement mortar with cement: sand ratio of 1:4 and water/cement ratio of 0.8 was utilized. The compressive strength of the cut bricks was 9.59 MPa, which was obtained from the compression test using a digital compression testing machine with the capacity of 1,000 kN. Two different sets of specimens, as IBJ and NBJ, were used with different shapes and dimensions for the current research work. The lengths (L) of IBJ and NBJ were 85 mm and 100 mm, respectively. The widths of both specimens were (w) 130 mm and 80 mm, respectively. The dimensions of IBJ and NBJ were 100 mm × 80 mm × 400 mm and 85 mm × 130 mm × 780 mm, respectively. The modulus of elasticity values of both specimens were achieved.

#### 4.2 Experimental results

In order to obtain the strength and modulus of elasticity for both IBJ and NBJ specimens subjected to vertical loading, the strain values were calculated for both specimens. The strain values were calculated using demec pins that were measured on both sides of the specimens. Figures 7A,B illustrate the test setup for both IBJ and NBJ.

Based on the experiments, the strengths of IBJ and NBJ were measured and are listed in Table 4. The strength of IBJ was smaller than that of NBJ. This was because shear stresses were absent over IBJ. The failures of IBJ and NBJ are displayed in Figures 7C,D. In addition to the
modulus of elasticity, the stress-strain curves for both IBJ and NBJ are indicated in Figure 8A. It was found that NBJ had higher modulus of elasticity (1063 N/mm²) than IBJ (840 N/mm²). The reason behind this was because the stresses were directly normal and produced more shear stress because the load was perpendicular to the bed joint. Therefore, this direction appeared to be the strongest loading direction for the mortar joint.

4.3 Numerical models validated with experimental results

The numerical models were validated based on experimental results. The values of modulus of elasticity obtained from the stress-strain curves in the experimental results were validated by the numerical models using ABAQUS. The infill was analyzed using the modulus of elasticity of IBJ and compared with the trapezoidal bare frame. However, the trapezoidal bare frame should have a diagonal strut width reaction force of the cement mortar interface applied to the equivalent frame. Table 5 presents the displacement values for the trapezoidal bare and filled frames. Figure 8B demonstrates the load–displacement curves for both cases (Case 1 and Case 2).

The above-mentioned results indicated that the deformation patterns and displacements of the finite element models were similar to those of the experimental results, demonstrating that the numerical model developed in this study was sufficiently accurate for simulating trapezoidal frames with various interface materials subjected to lateral loading.

5 Investigation of strut width with idea of using biomimicry of butterfly wings

In these numerical and experimental approaches, the geometry of the frame was formed based on biomimicry of butterfly wings. Naturally, the
geometry of butterfly wings gives good lateral flexibility, whereas in the current research work, the geometry was reversed so that the resulted shape would have higher stiffness in the lateral direction. Thus, it can be concluded that inverting the shape of butterfly wings provides good stability for the structural action. The ratios of the wing dimensions are depicted in Figure 9. Therefore, the idea of biomimicry was utilized here to test two frames simultaneously with different interface materials. Biomimicry is a novel scientific approach that explores nature as a source of inspiration and models to address human challenges by imitating design and processes (Dash, 2018). The primary aim of this type of frame design is to reduce the number of used materials. It was found that testing of two specimens with a single foundation was more efficient than that of two separate specimens with separate foundations. By testing the specimens in this way, the use of materials, cost, weight, and time showed significant changes, as illustrated in Table 6.

5.1 Analytical investigation

This behavior can also be computationally modeled using the finite element method. By breaking a structure down into a number of simple pieces, each with clearly defined mechanical and physical properties, the finite element analysis was done to identify the behavior of the structure. In the finite element analysis, the intricate behavior of RC, which is anisotropic and inhomogeneous, is difficult to model. Thus, software...
based on finite elements was employed for simplified modeling (Dash, 2018). To determine the strut width in real time, analysis was performed on both frames of different interface materials (cork and cement mortar), which were found to be critical under lateral loading. The strut widths of d/8 and d/9, respectively for the cement mortar and cork interface, were established in the previous analysis for the scale-down model. The strut width was analyzed for the trapezoidal bare frame and compared with the results for the trapezoidal infilled frame. The detailed dimensions of concrete frame and reinforcement for the scale-down model are displayed in Figures 10A,B. The thickness of the infilled panel was 75 mm. The properties of the interface material, such as the modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, and density, used for the analysis, are provided in Table 1. The frames were modeled to obtain the displacement and stiffness at the elastic stage. Figure 11 indicates a typical finite element model.

5.2 Numerical results

For the numerical study, a point load was applied at the top of the left and right projection joints after performing the linear analysis. However, this research aims to provide an expression for the strut width for the elastic analysis and design of trapezoidal infilled frames, frames with inclined columns, which are scarce in the literature. Therefore, the linear elastic analysis was conducted in this study. The applied load was determined, and load–displacement curves were plotted for the two different types of frames. In the frames where the load was gradually increased and then filled, distortion was more easily observed. It was found that the displacements of the RC frames decreased with the induction of the infilled panel. The displacement and stiffness values are summarized in Table 7.

5.3 Experimental test

The present experimental study investigated a trapezoidal infilled frame with cement mortar interface (TIFCM) and a trapezoidal infilled frame with cork interface (TIFC).

5.4 Preparation of specimen

A wooden frame was prepared and placed on a clean, smooth, and non-absorbent surface. The inside of the formwork was lubricated well to prevent concrete from sticking. Suitable precautions were taken to prevent cement slurry from coming out of the mold. The fabricated mold and reinforcement were positioned on the side and bottom of the inner mold, respectively, as depicted in Figures 12A,B. The frame was constructed from RC of ordinary Portland cement grade 53, as per IS 12269 (2013). According to IS 383 (1970), the specific gravity of river sand is 2.65 and is classified as Class II. With the specific gravity of 2.85, coarse aggregates with the nominal size of 10 mm were employed. Portable water was used with a concrete mix ratio of 1:1:65:1:67 with w/c of 0.45, as per IS 10262 (2009). The materials were mixed thoroughly by a 0.25 m³ mixer machine until it gave a uniform appearance. After concrete was ready, the mold was filled with the mix in 3 layers and compacted employing a needle vibrator. Some stages of casting specimens are shown in Figures 12C–E. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 6 Weight, cost, and time variations between two different types of frame design.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight of specimen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masonry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total = 504.88 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cost for casting specimen = Rs 10,582.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time taken for preparation and testing specimen = 15 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
frame was kept in a mold for one full day. After 24 h, the mold was removed from the frame specimen. Gunny bags were used to cure the frame. The frame was taken for infilling after 21 days of curing.

The frame was transported and placed on the loading frame, which had the capacity of 400 kN, using a forklift, as illustrated in Figure 12F. Brick masonry was employed to infill two parts of
the frame, with a cement mortar interface and with a cork interface. Cut bricks with the dimensions of 100 mm × 65 mm × 70 mm were used. Well-soaked cut bricks and cement mortar were utilized at a ratio of 1:4 with a joint thickness of 5 mm. The bricks were cut into the desired shapes at the inclined corners of the trapezoidal frame. Initially, the centerline would be marked inside the frame, as the center thickness of brick should coincide with the marked centerline inside the frame. At the interface, cement mortar with a thickness of 5 mm was placed around four sides of the frame. In the other part of the frame, a cork interface material with a sheet thickness of 5 mm was placed on all four sides of the frame. The infilling process was then performed. Plastering was conducted on both sides of the infill to obtain an even surface. The infilling process is displayed in Figure 12G. After infilling, curing was performed by spraying water three times a day for 7 days. After the seventh day of curing, the testing setup was arranged.

The surface moisture from the specimen was wiped off one day prior to the testing date and then washed white. A self-straining
loading frame was utilized to test the specimen. The load cell was connected to a hydraulic jack, which was connected to the self-straining loading frame. This helped transfer the load without effectively transferring the moment to the specimen. The connections at the upper and lower sides of the column were fixed against the rotation at the base. The load cells were connected to a data logger to record the loads. The dial gauges were fixed at the bottom of the frame to calculate displacements. The schematic experimental test setup and instrumentation for testing the trapezoidal infilled frame is demonstrated in Figure 12H. The experimental setup for testing the 2D frame is presented in Figure 12I.

5.5 Experimental results

The readings from the experiments were processed, and the behavior of the frame was studied by comparing the initial crackings, crack patterns, ultimate loads, load–displacement curves, stiffness values, and strains, which are presented in the following sections.

5.5.1 Initial cracking loads and crack patterns

At a load of 10 kN, the trapezoidal frame with a cork interface cracked near the underside of the support column connection. As the load increased, a crack appeared at the cork interface at point C (Figure 13). As it progressed, a flexural crack appeared along BA.
near B outside, as indicated in Figure 13A. The critical moment value for a unit load was calculated from the linear analysis, and the cracking strength of the column section was calculated from the elastic analysis. According to the analysis, it was estimated that the theoretical load, causing the flexural crushing at C, was 6.05 kN. From the observations, the experimental critical crack was observed to be 10 kN, and the ratio between the experimental and analytical values was 10/6.05, which was equal to 1.65.

The trapezoidal infilled frame with the cement mortar interface cracked horizontally at the base of the beam-column joint under the load of 17 kN. As the load continued to increase, the interface material separated the infill from the frame, and the frame behaved as a bare frame. According to the theoretical calculations, the first initial cracking load was likely to be 6.05 kN. The ratio of the experimental value to the analytical value was 2.81. Typical and schematic cracking patterns, as well as crushing failure, are depicted in Figures 13B–E.

5.5.2 Ultimate load

Table 8 provides the experimental and theoretical ultimate loads of the frames. The theoretical values are referred to the
FIGURE 13
Cracking of specimens: (A) specimen with cracking positions, (B) typical cracking pattern of TIFCM and TIFC (front view), (C) typical cracking pattern of TIFCM and TIFC (back view), (D) schematic diagram for cracking pattern of TIFCM and TIFC (front view), (E) schematic diagram for cracking pattern of TIFCM and TIFC (back view).

TABLE 8 Ultimate loads of single-bay single-storey trapezoidal infilled frame.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame designation</th>
<th>Experimental ultimate load (kN)</th>
<th>Theoretical ultimate load (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Smith (1967)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Liauw (1972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIFCM</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIFC</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>53.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rectangular infilled frame with a cement mortar interface using the Smith (1967) and Liauw (1972) methods. This comparison points out that the theoretical values were close to the observed experimental ultimate loads.

### 5.5.3 Load–displacement behavior

The typical load–displacement curves of the tested frame are shown in Figures 14A,B. The results of the analytical investigation are illustrated in Figure 14C. The analytical curve using a rigorous approach by
modeling the infill as plane stress elements, as well as the strut frame with effective width ratios corresponding to the $\lambda_h$ value of 2.18 have been included.

5.5.4 Validation of numerical models with experimental results

The comparisons of the experimental and analytical load–displacement curves for the trapezoidal infilled frame with cement mortar and cork interface are illustrated in Figures 15A,B. This indicated that the curve was linear until the initial cracking load for both experimental and analytical approaches. After the initial cracking load, the experimental curve appeared non-linear.

5.5.5 Comparison of stiffness

Table 9 compares the obtained experimental and analytical stiffness values for the trapezoidal infilled frame. The provision of inclined columns to the trapezoidal frame increased the in-plane racking stirrups. Adding infill to this frame enhanced the stiffness due to the strut action, which subsequently can increase the quantum seismic load that is used for the design of such frames because the infills are treated only as dead loads. In this research, this enhancement in the stiffness due to the infilled frame action was regulated by using soft materials such as cork, which makes the frame behave like a bare frame in spite of an infilled frame. This is the main reason for the major distinct failure pattern change between a rectangular infilled frame and trapezoidal infilled frame with soft interface material.
Figure 16 demonstrates the main concept of the present work. According to the elastic design and analysis, the actual frame, which is a trapezoidal infilled frame with cement mortar and a horizontal load, is equal to the pin joint strut frame.

6 Conclusion

Infilled frame concepts are extensively utilized to resist lateral loads, particularly in earthquake-prone regions. From the analytical investigation, it was found that the trapezoidal infilled frame had higher lateral stiffness than the rectangular infilled frame. The base shear was higher for the trapezoidal infilled frame, which needs to be considered when designing the frame members. The reduction in the base shear in a trapezoidal infilled frame was induced by the use of soft materials such as corks at the interface, which made the frame behave like a bare frame for which the base shear was lower than that of the infilled frame with cement mortar at the interface.

The present study examined the performance of frames using both numerical and experimental approaches.

- First, an analysis of the strut width was done for trapezoidal frames with different interfaces. It was observed that the pressure intensity of the infill increased with different interface materials, and the width of the strut and the reaction force applied to the equivalent frame decreased.
- Based on these findings, it can be inferred that the strut width of the trapezoidal infilled frame with a cement mortar interface was 1.1 times greater than that of the trapezoidal infilled frame with a cork interface for both prototype and scale-down models.
- NBJ had higher modulus of elasticity (1063 N/mm²) than IBJ (840 N/mm²) since the stresses were directly normal and produced less shear stresses because the load was perpendicular to the bed joint. Therefore, this direction appeared to be the strongest loading direction for the mortar joints.
- The strength of IBJ was lower than that of NBJ. This was because shear stresses were absent over NBJ.
- From the validation results, it was witnessed that the deformation patterns and displacements of the finite element method were similar to those of the experimental results.

Further investigation was done using a one-sixth scale-down model. To determine the strut width in real time, a trapezoidal infilled frame with two different interface materials was modeled and analyzed using both experimental and analytical approaches. The strut widths of d/8 and d/9 were considered for the cement mortar and cork interfaces, respectively, during the initial stage. A detailed analytical investigation was conducted, and it was concluded that this model of the frame did not differ in displacement from the original frame. However, studies on this type of testing are limited. According to the linear analysis, the displacement of the RC frame decreased with the introduction of the infilled panel.

- It was found that the trapezoidal infilled frame with the cement mortar interface was stiffer than the trapezoidal infilled frame with the cork interface.
• According to the analytical study of the plane frame, the initial tangent stiffness of TIFCM was 0.8 times lower than TIFC.
• In the strut model, the initial tangent stiffness of TIFCM was 0.8 times lower than TIFC.
• The secant stiffness was 0.7 times higher than the tangent stiffness for both cases of the interface materials.
• The ultimate loads were obtained as 60 kN and 58 kN for the trapezoidal infilled frame with the cement mortar and concrete interfaces, respectively.
• The trapezoidal infilled frame with the cement mortar interface exhibited an infill corner crush near the loading area. However, no such issue was encountered in the case of the trapezoidal infilled frame with the concrete interface, and separation occurred between the frame and infill, which seemed to be the major failure.
• The validation of the numerical models was done with the experimental results.
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